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Soraya Hanzus 

Where you live:
Yonkers, NY 
Place of Birth: Hartford,
CT 
Age: 36 
Status: Married 
Family: Wife to my
wonderful husband
Chris and mom to my
two fun-loving boys
Connor (4) and Ryan (2);
Daughter of Atef and
Jean; Sister of Joe;
Family originated from
County Kerry 
First Job: Financial

Internship at Smith Barney 
What it taught me: I quickly learned the values of
patience and perseverance while cold calling prospective
clients. Calling seemingly arbitrary prospects could often
be a daunting task but, with the help of an incredible
mentor, I was able to adapt my strategy when approaching
various target markets. Having such an experience taught
me how to tailor pitches when later connecting with
editors and reporters as a corporate communications
professional and has certainly strengthened my
interpersonal skills as a business owner. 
Current Company and position: The New York Studio of
Irish Step Dance, Owner 
Best advice you could give someone starting out: Don't
resist doing something just because it's seemingly
unconventional. I got a lot of confused looks when saying
I wanted to leave my public relations career to open an
Irish dance school, but I would have always wondered

what it would have been like if I didn't do it. The worst
thing that can happen is that it doesn't work out, but you
at least know that you tried. As the saying goes, you will
be more disappointed by the things you didn’t do than by
the ones you did do. 
Three things people would be surprised to know about
me....
1. I'm actually Irish! My name doesn't scream Irish and my
features took after more of my dad's Egyptian side, but I
was always an "Irish" Irish dancer! 
2. I love roller coasters and still love amusement parks
just as much as my kids! 
3. I’m definitely a foodie – so much so that I have even
contributed restaurant reviews and roundups to several
publications. 
How do you celebrate your Irish heritage? My mom and
grandma in addition to so much of our family Irish
danced, so dancing and listening to Irish music became
second nature to me growing up. We loved dancing to
hornpipes together on the kitchen floor, and I now love
the fact that I share that tradition with my kids - even
taking song requests on the way to their preschool to play
an Irish reel in the car. Irish dancing at pubs and enjoying
parades as well as vacationing with my family - and even
on my honeymoon - throughout Ireland have been
memories I'll never forget and always cherish. 

Soraya Hanzus is the Founder of The New York Studio of
Irish Step Dance - a unique school specifically geared for
adults of all levels in New York City. Soraya is a proud
member of Rince Tuatha Nua, Irish Network New York
City, and American Irish Association of Westchester. Local
politicians and organizations such as Kiwanis have also
recognized her school’s contributions. 

Soraya opened the school's Manhattan location in
2016, with her studio now attracting new students nearly

on a weekly basis. Her company members have
performed at numerous venues and for business leaders
such as Mayor De Blasio and Congresswoman Maloney in
addition to nationwide audiences on TV such as ABC and
FOX. More importantly, the adult students come to the
school to have fun and make friends in a supportive
environment. While most are in their 20s and 30s, the
school welcomes multiple students even into their 60s –
demonstrating how dance can be appreciated by all and
that it can easily be a life-long passion. 

Soraya previously served as Senior Director at
DiGennaro Communications where she was named Rising
Star in 2013 and MVP in 2014. She managed teams
mainly supporting digital advertising agencies. Her most
memorable accomplishment was helping launch a new
branding agency that promoted one of Sprint’s biggest
advertising campaigns of the year. 

Soraya started her career in the Video Investment &
Activation department at MediaVest before joining the
corporate marketing departments at DRAFTFCB and
360i. It was at these global agencies that she promoted
the creative and digital work for iconic brands such as
Oreo, Taco Bell and Oscar Mayer. Career highlights
included promoting Oreo’s social media efforts during
the 2013 Super Bowl and sparking conversation around
the 2010 U.S. Census massive advertising campaign. 

Soraya earned her BBA from Loyola University Chicago
and MBA from Fordham University Graduate School of
Business in which she completed a fellowship,
assistantship and consultancy. Soraya is certified in
Principles of Dance Medicine by New York University
Langone Medical Center.

Soraya enjoys time spent with her family and
especially loves running around and playing card games
with her kids – as well as taking them on day trips to
nearby places like the zoo, parks and local farms.

Marc Ó Gríofa

Where you live: Las
Vegas, NV
Place of Birth: Dublin,
Ireland
Age: 39
Family: All of my family
is back home in Ireland
scattered throughout
both Southern and
Northern Ireland
First Job:  Laborer on a
construction site
What it taught me: It
taught me the value of a
hard day’s work and the
need to have a tough

skin working alongside men who didn’t necessarily
respect anything except hard work. It taught me the value
of a earning a week’s wage and working alongside men
who came to work day after day in the worst Irish weather
conditions imaginable and did their jobs to the best of
their abilities under continuous pressure.
Current Company and position: Chief Medical &
Technology Officer
Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Dept SWAT/SAR Tactical
Physician
NASA NEEMO Aquanaut, Diver & PI
President BOD Red Rock Search & Rescue
Best advice you could give someone starting out: 
1. There is no such thing as luck ... you make your own!
2. There is no substitute for hard work and enthusiasm!
3. Follow your passion and pursue it with everything you
have got!
4. There is no such thing as can't ... only won't!
5. Eventually it becomes easier for somebody to tell you
yes than it is to keep saying no!
Three things people would be surprised to know about
me....
1. I was extremely shy and nervous public speaking until
I took every opportunity to debate in secondary school
and overcome it
2.  I am a concert flautist
3. I am a passionate advocate of rescued dogs
How do you celebrate your Irish heritage? Years ago I
started using the "as Gaeilge" version of my name as I
was educated through a Gaelscoil. I grew up with an
appreciation of the Irish language and its origins. I would
also be partial to a good ceili and a wee dram of uisce
beatha on the right occasion!

Dr. Marc Ó Gríofa is a physician and engineer and has

been a reviewer with the US-Ireland Alliance for the
prestigious Mitchell Scholarship to Ireland for the past
two years alongside the Irish Ambassador to the United
States. He received his medical degree from University
College Dublin and his Ph.D. in biomedical engineering
from the University of Limerick. He began his professional
career working in the Mater Misercordiae Hospital in
Dublin as a physician where he was part of the team
which completed Ireland’s first double lung transplant.
He is a Fellow of the renowned Academy of Wilderness
Medicine and is the principal investigator for Project
CASPER (Cardiac Adapted Sleep Parameters
Electrocardiogram Recorder), which notably was the first
Irish experiment to fly onboard the International Space
Station (ISS) as part of the historic European Space
Agency (ESA) Astrolab mission which was the first long
duration mission onboard ISS. 

Project CASPER pioneered a new era in Irish
involvement on an international level and Dr. Ó Gríofa
was recognized both nationally and internationally for
leading this research effort. This project formed the basis
for his doctorate in biomedical engineering and helped
pioneer significant new advances in sleep research and
care for both astronauts and here on earth including new
technologies and noninvasive monitoring capabilities.
Following this he was invited to spend the next five years
at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center as part of the
Aerospace Medicine and Biomedical Research
departments where he was both a biomedical researcher
and triage physician for the Space Shuttle program until
its conclusion due to his significant research and
applicable background. 

Dr. Ó Gríofa has had the honor of being Ireland’s first
and only Aquanaut crewmember onboard the NASA
NEEMO 21 mission where he lived in Aquarius underwater
on the floor of the Atlantic Ocean with a team of NASA
and ESA astronauts pioneering technologies in science,
medicine and spaceflight technologies. During the
NEEMO 21 mission, Dr. Ó Gríofa was also part of the
aquanaut team with NASA astronaut Megan Behnken to
set a world record in planting the world’s deepest coral
nursery. This effort was significant as it set significant
milestones in research efforts for growing and then
transplanting coral which could then be used to regrow
coral in other areas. This concept was then to be used to
regrow coral in different areas around the world where
coral reefs have died as part of an international maritime
biological initiative. In addition, Dr. Ó Gríofa is also the
dive medicine lead for the World Extreme Medicine
organization and faculty for the University of Exeter
overseeing the world’s first diving and hyperbarics
medicine course for physicians and medics based out of
the Aquarius Undersea Habitat. He has presented his

research on numerous topics at international conferences
on a variety of topics ranging from spaceflight
exploration to medicine and biomedical technology to
extreme environment healthcare. He has also been
recognized as one of the leading innovators within the
Irish Health Service (HSE).

Dr. Ó Gríofa has been working in the biomedical
technology field for more than ten years and is currently
deploying a number of highly disruptive biomedical
technology and telehealth solutions for chronic medical
conditions like heart failure and chronic renal disease
which has focused on reducing unnecessary hospital
readmissions and healthcare costs and had a significant
nationwide impact on the key metrics regarded as
essential to create a meaningful and lasting impact on
healthcare both in the United States and around the
world. 

Dr. Ó Gríofa is the chief medical officer pioneering a
genetic telomere regeneration technology platform
specifically targeting incurable disease like Duchenne’s
Muscular Dystrophy. This technology and has already
been tested in the delivery of chemotherapeutic agents
and will revolutionize the treatment of some of the most
detrimental genetic and chronic diseases of aging that
effect so many patients and families. Dr. Ó Gríofa is also
the chief medical officer of the world’s first Virtual
Medical Center pioneering the future of healthcare and
medical technology both in the US, Ireland and around
the world. 

Dr. Ó Gríofa is also a tactical physician for the elite Las
Vegas Metropolitan Police Department (LVMPD) Special
Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) unit. Dr. Ó Gríofa is a
member of the small and highly trained SWAT/SAR
tactical medical unit and provides direct medical support
while fully integrated into the unit in case of downed
officer that might be shot or otherwise injured during
direct operations. He is also a member of the LVMPD
Search and Rescue (SAR) dive team. In addition, he is
also a tactical medical consultant helping the Irish Gardai
(Police) to establish a permanent tactical medical unit for
Irish nationwide and border counter-terrorism and
hostage rescue operations.
In addition, Dr. Ó Gríofa is also a joint trauma and tactical
medicine instructor training physicians, medical
personnel and Special Operations Forces (SOF) in
combined combat medicine and tactics. He teaches
specialist topics in both diving and high altitude
medicine and prepares these elite teams as part of their
pre-deployment training. 

Dr. Ó Gríofa also sits on the Design Advisory Council
for iGIANT, a non-profit investigating the impact of
differences in gender and sex on science, medicine and
technology. 
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